Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Draw and colour Colin the caterpillar. Say Where’s Colin?/Here!
Fast Finisher Worksheet

• Draw the next two bugs in the series. Point to and name the bugs in each row.
Unit 2
Match and draw.
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Fast Finisher Worksheet
• Match and draw the missing parts of the toys. Name the toys.
Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Circle and colour the toy you want in each row. Say, e.g. *I want car three.*
Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Match the jigsaw pieces to the puzzle picture. Draw the missing parts of the body.
  Point to and name the parts of the body.
Unit 3
Look and circle.
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Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Look and circle five differences in the pictures. Name the actions which are different.
Unit 4
Match.
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Fast Finisher Worksheet
- Match the footprints and animals. Name the animals.
Unit 4

Draw.

Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Join the dots to find who’s coming. Say The _ _ _ is coming. Run!
Unit 5
Circle and colour.

Fast Finisher Worksheet
- Circle and colour the food in the enormous sandwich. Point to and name the food.
Little Bugs 1: Fast Finishers Worksheets

Unit 5
Count and write.

Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Count the fruit and vegetables. Write the numbers in the boxes. Point and say, e.g. *Eight apples.*
Fast Finisher Worksheet

• Draw what's missing in each row. Point to and name all the items.
Fast Finisher Worksheet

- Colour Baby bear’s path to find Goldilocks. ‘Walk’ along the path with your fingers and call Goldilocks! Wait!